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Abstract

Following the increasing confidentiality of data being
transferred, many concerns have been raised as to whether
Bluetooth transmission is adequately secure. The Blue-
tooth 2.1 standard introduces a new security mechanism
called Secure Simple Pairing (SSP). However, to avoid
man-in-the-middle attacks, SSP uses a 6-digit number for
authentication. If a human error occurs while conducting
visual verification, then data security could be breached.
This paper presents an improved protocol to address this
problem. This protocol not only secures consumer pri-
vacy, but also increases operational efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Bluetooth, a short range wireless communication stan-
dard that allows digital devices to be free from wires,
has recently been applied to mobile payments [6, 8]. The
Bluetooth SIG (Special Interest Group), founded in 1998,
has developed Bluetooth standards to reduce the cost of
implementation and speed up its adoption for various ap-
plications. IEEE has adopted Bluetooth as the IEEE
802.15 standard for Wireless Personal Area Networks [6].

According to an ABI Research forecast [1], Bluetooth-
enabled devices are expected to number nearly 2.4 billion
units in 2013. Bluetooth wireless technology has been ap-
plied in a wide range of market segments, including soft-
ware developers, camera manufacturers, mobile PC man-
ufacturers, handheld device developers, consumer elec-
tronics manufacturers, and car manufacturers.

As Bluetooth wireless technology is incorporated into
more personal mobile devices, it enables new uses for
those devices. Recently, it has been applied for use in mo-
bile payments [2, 10, 13, 18]. However, making payments
and transferring sensitive data in such a manner necessi-
tates greater protection than existing basic security mech-

anisms afford [3]. In fact, experts have warned that unless
higher security protection is delivered, all transmission of
sensitive data over Bluetooth would be unwise [9, 16].

In the days to come, with its high compatibility, Blue-
tooth could incorporate UWB (Ultra Wide Band), a high
bandwidth, short range, ultra-low-power wireless tech-
nology, to carry greater amounts of information across
longer distances. Therefore, the security issues of Blue-
tooth transmission are in urgent need of being addressed.
The security mechanisms for the resource-constrained de-
vices should also be lightweight [11, 12].

During the authentication and key exchange process
of legacy pairing (for Bluetooth 2.0 devices and earlier),
much of the information is transferred in plaintext, pro-
viding opportunities for a malicious third party to spoof
the legal Bluetooth device in order to pass the authenti-
cation, or to deduce the encryption key for the purpose
of eavesdropping on the data being transferred [4, 15].
The Bluetooth SIG came up with a new standard, Blue-
tooth 2.1, in July 2007, to tackle the legacy pairing prob-
lems through the use of Secure Simple Pairing [4, 5, 14].

To meet the high security requirements for payment
applications and to secure consumer privacy, this study
thoroughly examines one of Secure Simple Pairing’s three
protocols, the Numeric Comparison Protocol. This proto-
col entails a higher degree of security, without demanding
supporting communication technologies, and can be easily
applied to payment devices, such as cell phones, PDAs,
and POS terminals.

This study shows a security flaw, and, accordingly,
proposes an easy and convenient improvement protocol
by which users can achieve mutual authentication and
confidentiality of data transmission using the familiar
PIN (personal identification number) entry authentica-
tion method. This common authentication method has
been widely applied in applications with high security de-
mands, such as the withdrawal of money from ATMs or
credit card payments. This improved protocol can ensure
consumer privacy and also increase operational efficiency.
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2 Secure Simple Pairing

For users, the major difference between Secure Simple
Pairing and legacy pairing is that legacy pairing authen-
ticates via PIN entry, while Secure Simple Pairing au-
thenticates by visual number confirmation. The visual
number confirmation is used by Secure Simple Pairing to
prevent man-in-the-middle attacks caused by the Elliptic
Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) protocol.

As shown in Figure 1, the ECDH is a key exchange
protocol used to establish a shared key between two con-
necting devices. Each connecting device starts generating
its own random number (device A with SKa, device B

with SKb) as its private key, computes the corresponding
public key (device A with PKa, device B with PKb), and
then send its public key to the other device. Now each
connecting device can derive DHKey with its secret key
and the received public key. The shared key DHKey can
be used as a session key to encrypt all the data transferred
between the two connecting devices.
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Figure 1: The ECDH key exchange protocol

The notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

A detailed illustration of this process is depicted in
Figure 2 and is described below:

Phase 1: Public Key Exchange

A shared key DHKey is established by means of the
ECDH key exchange protocol. At the same time,
device addresses (A, B) and connecting capabilities
(IOcapA, IOcapB) are also exchanged to identify
their counterpart and the counterpart’s connecting
capability.

Phase 2: Authentication Stage 1

The exchange of authentication parameters is con-
firmed here. This stage contains the following three
protocols:

1) Numeric Comparison Protocol: Applicable
when both devices, such as cell phones and POS
terminals, are capable of displaying a 6-digit
number and receiving input as “Yes” or “No.”

Table 1: Notations used in this paper

Term Definition
Cx Commitment value from device X

DHKey Diffie-Hellman key
Ex Check value from device X

P192() Used to compute Diffie-Hellman key
f1() Used to compute commitment values
f2() Used to compute link key
f3() Used to compute check values
g() Used to compute numeric check values
E3() Used to compute encryption key
IOcapX Input/Ouput capabilities of device X

LK Link Key
Nx Nonce (unique random value) from device X

PKx Public Key of device X

SKx Private Key of device X

rx Random value generated by device X

V x Confirmation value on device X

X Bluetooth device address of device X

This is the protocol discussed in this paper.
Each connecting device generates its own ran-
dom number (device A with Na, device B with
Nb); then device B produces commitment value
Cb using commitment value function f1 and for-
wards it to device A. Both devices then ex-
change their random numbers (Na, Nb). With
Nb, PKa and PKb, device A computes Cb ac-
cordingly and matches it with the Cb received
from device B. If they are not identical, the
communication is disconnected; otherwise, both
devices use numeric verification function g to
compute and display 6-digit numbers (V a, V b),
respectively, for the user’s further confirmation.
Authentication in this phase is completed as V a

and V b share the same value.

2) Out of Band Protocol: Applicable when both
devices are capable of exchanging important
authentication parameters over an out-of-band
channel (e.g. Near Field Communication). The
out-of-band channel should be able to mitigate
both eavesdropping and man-in-the-middle at-
tacks to keep the pairing process as secure as
possible.

3) Passkey Entry Protocol: Applicable when
one of the devices is capable of receiving input
but incapable of displaying a 6-digit number,
while the other is capable of displaying a 6-digit
number, such as Bluetooth keyboards and PCs.

Phase 3: Authentication Stage 2

With the values produced and exchanged, both
devices first produce, then exchange check values
(Ea, Eb) computed by check function f3 to verify
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Figure 2: Numeric comparison protocol for secure simple pairing

the complete exchange of all parameters (DHKey,
Na, Nb, IOcapA, IOcapB, A, B).

Phase 4: Link Key Calculation

With the input of all the parameters (DHKey, Na,
Nb, A, B, and string “btlk”) gathered from the three
previous phases, both devices compute link key (LK)
using key derivation function f2.

Phase 5: LMP Authentication and Encryption

With the input of COF (Ciphering Offset) having
been produced through prior pairing or linkage of
both device addresses, random number EN RAND

having been produced in device A and been passed
to device B, and link key LK having been generated
in Phase 4; both devices compute encryption key KC

using encryption key generation function E3.
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Figure 3: The man-in-the-middle attack against the
ECDH key exchange protocol

3 Weaknesses of Secure Simple

Pairing

The ECDH key exchange protocol is used by Secure Sim-
ple Pairing to provide confidentiality for the data being
transferred. However, because the senders of the public
keys (PKa, PKb) are not authenticated, the protocol is
subject to the man-in-the-middle attack [7]. As shown in
Figure 3, the attack works as follows. When A sends PKa

to B, an attacker C intercepts this value and impersonates
B by replying PKc to A. At the same time, C pretends
to be A and sends B the value PKc, and then intercepts
the respondence value PKb from B. The result is that
C and A share P192(SKa, PKc)= P192(SKc, PKa), C

and B share P192(SKc, PKb) = P192(SKb, PKc), but
A and B mistakenly think they have successfully agreed
on a shared key P192(SKa, PKb) = P192(SKb, PKa).
Then the attacker C can relay messages between A and
B, making them believe that they are talking directly to
each other over a private connection where in fact the
entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.

To prevent the man-in-the-middle attacks caused by
the ECDH key exchange protocol, the visual number con-
firmation is designed. However, there are still a number
of circumstances in which user error can result in security
breaches. In a usability experiment conducted by Nokia
Research Laboratory [17], each of the two devices com-
puted a 6-digit number which was then displayed on its
screen for “Yes” or “No” confirmation by the test users.
Despite the assumed ease of operation, the experiment
revealed that one in five of the test users pressed “Yes” to
indicate that the two displayed numbers matched when,
in fact, they did not match. The same result occurred for
other applications which relies on the user’s visual con-
firmation, like phishing (similar website), bogus winning
bid notice (similar user account), and software installa-
tion (to proceed to the next step without going through
the terms and conditions).

Because of user error, Secure Simple Pairing has re-
mained vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks and,

thus, has been unsuitable for applications requiring a high
level of security.

4 Our Proposed Protocol

Using the method with which users are most familiar,
i.e., entering PIN numbers instead of confirming the dis-
played numbers, this study proposes an improved proto-
col. A detailed illustration of this protocol is depicted in
Figure 4 and is described below:

Phase 1: Public Key Exchange & Authentication

1) The user inputs PIN on each of the two devices.

2) Each connecting device starts generating its
own random number (device A with SKa, de-
vice B with SKb) as its private key, and then
computes the corresponding public key (device
A with PKa, device B with PKb).

3) Device A XORs PKa with PIN and sent the
result with A and IOcapA to device B.

4) Device B XORs the received (PKa⊕PIN) with
the PIN entered by the user to obtain PKa,
which is computed with SKb to get DHKey.
In the end, DHKey, IOcapA, IOcapB, B, and
A are computed via commitment value function
f1 to obtain Cb.

5) Device B XORs public key PKb with PIN , and
then sends it together with B, IOcapB and Cb

to device A.

6) Device A XORs the received (PKb⊕PIN) with
PIN entered by the user to obtain PKb, which
is computed with SKa to get DHKey, and
computes Cb, which is compared with the re-
ceived Cb. If the result shows any inconsistency,
the connection is terminated. Furthermore, Ca

= f1(DHKey, IOcapA, IOcapB A, B) is com-
puted.

7) Device A sends Ca to device B.

8) Device B computes Ca, which is compared with
the received Ca. If the result shows any incon-
sistency, the connection is terminated.

Phase 2: Link Key Calculation

With the input of the all parameters (DHKey, A, B,
and string “btlk”) received from the previous phase,
both devices compute link key LK using key deriva-
tion function f2.

Phase 3: LMP Authentication and Encryption

With the input of COF (Ciphering Offset) hav-
ing been produced through prior pairing or link-
age of both device addresses, the random number
EN RAND having been produced in device A and
passed to device B, and link key LK having been
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B
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Figure 4: Our proposed protocol

generated in Phase 2; both devices compute encryp-
tion key KC using encryption key generation function
E3.

5 Analysis

Man-in-the-middle attack: Because the senders of
the public keys (PKa, PKb) are not authenticated, the
ECDH key exchange protocol used by Secure Simple
Pairing is subject to the man-in-the-middle attack. This
study follows a common method, which is entering PIN

number. Payment devices such as cell phones, PDAs and
POS terminals are typically able to receive input from
a keyboard or keypad. This method remains in wide

use among applications requiring a high level of security,
such as the withdrawal of money from ATMs and credit
card payments. Only the legal device with the correct
PIN can retrieve the correct public key and then derive
the correct DHKey. If both devices fail to get the same
DHKey, then the verification of commitment values Ca

and Cb fails and the connection is shut down in short
order. Moreover, a different PIN can be used for each
payment to protect the transmission between the two
connecting devices. The Man-in-the-middle attacks can
thus be avoided.

Efficiency: The process of Secure Simple Pairing is sim-
plified. The proposed protocol saves computing time for
V a, V b and avoids the need for producing, transmitting,
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and comparing Na, Nb, Ea and Eb. The delivery of
parameters is verified by Ca and Cb. As a result, the
iterative verification process in Phases 2 and 3 of Secure
Simple Pairing is simplified so that operational efficiency
is increased.

6 Conclusions

As Bluetooth technology dominates data transmission for
various kinds of digital devices, major security concerns
have been raised. To avoid man-in-the-middle attacks,
the Numeric Comparison Protocol for Secure Simple Pair-
ing of new standard Bluetooth 2.1 achieves authentication
by conducting visual number confirmation. Given the se-
curity problems caused by user error, this study proposes
an easy, convenient and improved protocol which applies
the familiar authentication method of entering the same
PIN number on both connecting devices, as an alter-
native to confirming displayed numbers. This protocol
not only secures consumer privacy, but also increases the
efficiency of the operation. The diffusion of Bluetooth
technology can therefore be advanced, especially among
applications requiring a high level of security.
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